For the final three weeks before summer it is
time to recap those all-important mathematical
skills you’ve been focusing over the past 14
weeks. Link back to your previous learning and
show your teachers how fantastic you are!

With the weather being hot there can
sometimes be a lot of washing to do! One
of the biggest problems is there is normally
lots of socks that need pairing up!
Whilst the weather is hot, get outside and do
some finger painting! Not just any finger painting,
some to practise ‘doubles’
Print your finger on one side of the paper, fold it
in half and watch your finger prints double right
before your eyes!
How many spots were there to start with?
How many now once they’ve been doubled.

1.What is happening to the number of bottles each time one
falls?
Further questions linked to this song can be found here!

Harry and Betty made a list for their
wedding of things they may need. If you
were organising a party what would you
need? Can you make a of all the things
to include?

Make a list of questions that you
could ask the characters in the
story. How might they reply?

Can you draw a map of the farm,
where did Harry and Betty go to collect
things for the wedding? What did they
collect and who did they collect them
from?

Count in 2s by matching socks up in the
garden and pair them together. How many
pairs have you ended up with? How many
individual socks are there?
Did you find any odd socks? Where might
the other one have gone?

It’s time to nail those numbers to 20!

Click on the picture above to listen to the 10 green bottle song.
As you listen to the song provide 10 bottles and act it out.

Reginald started a fire by smoking his
Cigar can you make signs to stop people
from smoking or having BBqs in the
countryside to stop fires and hurting
people?
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Practise counting from 0-20. Why not use lots of
silly voices and record your child counting? Try
counting quietly like a mouse or loud like a
dragon and remember to become a Rocketship
when you count backwards!

Betty needs a bouquet of flowers for
her wedding, can you collect wild
flowers or some you may have in your
garden and give them someone special?

For Betty’s wedding the crab made a necklace of shells for her,
can you make a necklace using materials you can find in the
house or your garden?

Using yours or an adults clothes can you make a real Harry and
Betty by stuffing them with old newspaper?

